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Every year, 1 in every 100 children in America are diagnosed with autism. In41 Things To Know
About Autism, Chantal Sicile-Kira provides a clear, instructive explanation of autism. Although
autism has reached epidemic proportions, it is significantly from understood. If you know
somebody with autism and would benefit from a quick, straightforward explanation of the
condition, this reserve is for you.
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Great gift for individuals who want to comprehend our kids As the mom of two kids with autism,
who has been around the battle for more than a decade and probably go through 100+ books on
the topic, I can mention that this one is a gem. No two children with autism are the same but
there are numerous common difficulties for them and their families. She's worked hard to
understand autism from her son's perspective and shares those insights with us. Thanks
Chantal - I want this a single in my own waiting room Chantal Sicile Kira's brand-new guide for
understanding autism and related disorders is certainly a clear-eyed opinion from a front line
mom who has led her son and family through the jungle of diagnosis and intervention, despair
and hope, while penning for ordinary people her experiences and offering an easy task to digest
bite sized pieces of her hard fought wisdom.Through the entire book, Chantal talks about these
challenges from many aspects: the family, people outside the family, and, often refreshing, from
the point of view of the individual with autism. Chantal understands her stuff, from educational
advocacy to biomedical interventions. The resources listed in the publication were helpful.I
highly recommend this book! Five Stars Great product and service Very informative The book
was extremely informative. It pint point several key elements that certain must know when
coping with the subject in an easy to understand and simple to follow way. Absolutely must
read! Included in this, Chantal's piece on family members stress gives families an opportunity to
step back, think, and plan better for the countless and varied challenges that come up with their
kids and with all the current broader collateral difficulties that emerge for pretty much every
family. I enjoyed the readability of the book. This publication is ways to lay a basis of
understanding. Five Stars Very good book, useful. I have read all of this author's books and like
them! This one is definitely a must read for anyone dealing with the world of autism. In this
publication, she asks the essential and difficult queries and provides us thoughtful, straight-
forward answers.The field of autism and autism intervention is full of controversy, and Chantal's
experiences, opinions, and advice are bound to spark healthful discussion which in itself is a
genuine strength of her writing. For individuals who know her, Chantal is greater than a mother
and writer. Chantal is becoming an effective community leader at local condition and national
amounts in addressing the needs of individuals with autism, their families and the complicated
systems of intervention and education encircling them, and this work lends a depth and breadth
that distinguishes her books from additional parent-written books on autism.This is Chantal's
view of things, from supporting parents to follow their instincts and advocate for his or her
children to urging them to assess for themselves the many possible methods to intervention.
There are several pearls in this slim book. 5 stars This book met with my satisfaction very
much.For parents of a kid with autism, that is a great gift for aides, teachers, relatives and
friends because it will give them a better understanding of your child. Chantal's ability to share
her consciousness and respect for everybody involved is reason enough to buy this
book.Thanks a lot, Chantal for this publication and for whatever you do!Josh Feder, MD
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